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Ramp Up Warehouse Management
Fast-track workflows with leading-edge solutions
From next day delivery and same day service, to error-free fulfillment, keeping customers happy has
never been more of a balancing act. Only Barcodes, Inc. supports your facility with a network of
cutting-edge, end-to-end solutions and services designed to help you manage risks, meet financial
targets, and leverage complete situational awareness of inventory and in-house devices.

Reimagine your warehouse
• Validate incoming inventory
• Streamline put away, picking, packing, and shipping
• Enhance your reverse logistics

• Simplify inventory management and replenishment
• Scale up theft prevention capabilities
• Gain universal mobile device management and support

Running a better warehouse starts with you, but it doesn’t end there. Barcodes, Inc. partners with tech’s
biggest names, transforming your plant into a state-of-the-art, centralized hub, where up-to-code products
flow to the market with ease, accuracy, and convenience.

Achieve amplified productivity with top-of-the-line tech
Transform your warehouse with tools that boost efficiency, customer loyalty, and profits
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Surveillance/Security

Technology
Mobile Computers/Tablets
Printers
Scanners
RFID
Lockers
Wearable/Voice/
Head-Mounted Tech

Robotics
Vehicle Mounted Computers
Shipping Scales
Security Cameras
3D Technology
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BarcodesInc.com
Barcodes: A Fully Managed Turnkey Solution
Power your warehouse well with tools designed to exceed every expectation

Experience Barcodes EDGE
• Receive with ease—ensure inventory accuracy with versatile

• Keep an eye on every asset—utilize RFID technology and

mobile computers and RFID technology

smart lockers to increase mobile device visibility and prevent
lost or stolen assets

• Avoid mis-shipments—save time and improve customer
satisfaction with devices that scan and verify items as
they’re packed to ensure on-time, accurate delivery

• Accelerate the return process—optimize the value of

• Ensure interconnectivity—integrate all apps and devices on
the same, secure wireless network

• Monitor plant activity—use high-definition security cameras

returned items and reduce revenue loss

• Easily verify inventory levels—leverage robots and wearable

to prevent theft and track high-value assets

• Enhance forklift productivity—Leverage long-range scanning

technology to quickly track inventory, reduce waste, and
improve accuracy in the reordering process

to synch inventory on the go with durable, time-saving,
forklift-mounted computers

Thrive with full-service support
Design. Deploy. Support. More than a mission, this philosophy is at the core
of every move we make—from concept to completion, and beyond. As a
global provider, Barcodes, Inc. offers an entire network of experts working in
tandem to support your warehouse with customizable, end-to-end solutions
backed by on-time, on-budget, large-scale deployments.

Solution Design/Implementation
Implement comprehensive project management, mobile
technology support and onsite setup, installation and
replacement of technology

Device Support and Management
Leverage secure and detailed staging, kitting and carrier activation,
device management services, plus Overnight Spare Pool, Repair and
Manufacturer RMA services to keep critical business running nonstop

RS5100

Streamline workflows with
user-friendly wearables
Amplify warehouse productivity and order accuracy
with Zebra’s ergonomic, hands-free WT6300
(wearable computer), and scan both 1D and 2D
barcodes using the industry’s highest performing ring
scanner—the RS5100.

Software Solutions

End-User services to augment staff

Utilize onsite consulting and integration support, including
custom software development, to ensure best practices are
implemented at all times

Ensure end-users remain up-to-speed with
training solutions and 24x7 hardware and
software Help Desk support

Wireless Networking
Securely run all devices on one, unified
network—enjoy Wi-Fi site survey, installation
and maintenance services

Device-as-a-Service
Enable a predictable OPEX model by
bundling innovative devices with a variety
of services and software

Modernize your warehouse with easy-to-use, end-to-end solutions
Leverage the Barcodes EDGE to make measurable workflow improvements with solutions and services tailormade for warehouse
environments. Speed up put away, picking, packing, and shipping, and utilize RFID technology to level up inventory management
and asset visibility. Partnering with Barcodes, Inc. puts flawless operations well within reach by infusing profitability and
productivity into every area of your operation.

Tap into our team’s expertise —
request your free consultation today.
Phone : 833.413.0221
Emai l : learnmore@ barcodesinc.com
www.BarcodesInc.com

